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Abstract 
This paper presents a weighted interval-valued fuzzy (IvF) reasoning algorithm for handling decision making 
problem where interval-valued fuzzy sets (IvFSs) concept and IvF decision rules are used for uncertain knowledge 
representation. The proposed algorithm can perform IvF matching between the unknown model and the antecedent 
portion of IvF rule by employing a weighted similarity measure to determine the presence of decision model with a 
condence interval.  
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1. Introduction
It has achieved great success in the application elds such as fuzzy reasoning  [2] and fuzzy decision 
making [7], since fuzzy set theory was proposed by Zadeh.  In 1999 [10], Raha studied fuzzy reasoning 
with fuzzy truth.  In [4, 5],  Chen investigated fuzzy decision problem and introduced a  weighted  fuzzy 
medical diagnosis algorithm.  In 2002 [11],  Yeung also resented a  multilevel weighted fuzzy reasoning 
algorithm for expert systems.  Recently,   much knowledge   in medical diagnosis,    pattern recognition, 
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decision making and expert system,  involves   interval -valued fuzzy concepts.   There is  an   increasing 
demand to design a decision algorithm on computer system   to   handle  interval - valued fuzzy  decision 
making problem.  
Some applications of interval-valued fuzzy set (IvFS ) theory in approximate reasoning [1] and dec- 
ision  making  have been introduced in the literature.   For example,   Gorzalczany  [ 9]  proposed  some 
methods of inference in approximate  reasoning based on  interval - valued fuzzy sets and  compatibility 
measure.   And  in [3]  Chen investigated  interval -valued  fuzzy reasoning  based  on vector   similarity 
measure.  Also,  Dziech in [8] investigated interval-valued fuzzy decision problems.  
In this paper,  we extend  the work of Chen [5]  to deal with  interval-valued  fuzzy decision  problem 
where  interval -valued fuzzy production rule [6]  are used for decision knowledge representation.  And a 
weighted interval-valued fuzzy reasoning algorithm  by employing  the  new weighted similarity measure 
of IvF sets and rules is proposed  to handle  interval-valued fuzzy decision making or medical diagnosis. 
2. Similarity Measure between Interval-valued Fuzzy Sets 
Deﬁnition 1. Let  denote the set of all the closed subintervals of [0, 1], then a preference relation “≤” 
on [I] can be dened as,    [a1, b1 ] ≤[a2, b2]    if  . 
][I
2/)(2/)( 2211 baba +≤+
Deﬁnition 2. Let [a1, b1], [a2 , b2]∈ ,  some basic operations are defined as  ][I
[a1 , b1] + [a2 , b2] = [a1 + a2, b1 + b2]; 
[a1 , b1] a2, b2] = [a1·a2,  b1·b2]. [⋅
Deﬁnition 3. A mapping X →   is called interval-valued fuzzy set in universe:A ][I X ,  if 
)](),([)( iii xAxAxA
+−
=
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Xxi ∈∀
Throughout this paper, we let  denote the set of all the interval-valued fuzzy sets in 
universe
X
X . 
Deﬁnition 4. Let , some elementary notations are given as follows: )(, XIvFBA ∈
A ∩ B = {( , [ ]) / }, ix )()(),()( iiii xBxAxBxA
++−− ∧∧
++−−
Xxi ∈
A∪B = {( , [ ]) / }, ix )()(),()( iiii xBxAxBxA ∨∨ Xxi ∈
Supp A  = { /  ≥ 0,  > 0}. Xxi ∈ )( ixA
− + )( ixA
Deﬁnition 5.  Function :S )(XIvF × → [0, 1] is called the similarity measure between A, B , 
if it satises the following properties: 
)(XIvF
(P1) 0 ≤ S(A, B) ≤ 1 ;              (P2)  S(A, B) = 1,  iff A = B ; 
(P3) S(A, B) = S(B, A);           (P4)  If A ⊆ B ⊆ C,  then  S(A, C) ≤ S(A, B),  S(A, C) ≤ S(B, C). 
Deﬁnition 6. The weighted similarity measure between interval-valued fuzzy sets A and B is dened as 
        },)()()()({1),( 21 iii iiiW xBxAxBxABAS
++−−
−+−−= ∑ ω  
where iω is the weight of  ,  and  it also fulfils the properties (P1)-(P4) of similarity measure. Xxi ∈
3.  A Weighted interval-valued fuzzy reasoning technique 
It is well known that  much knowledge  in the  real -life world is  interval valued  fuzzy  expression 
rather than precise concept.  For example,  “ If one has a very strong  headache and  has a  fairly  serious 
stomach, more or less high temperature, less medium cough, then he might have caught a Viral”,   where 
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“very strong ”,   “ fairly serious”,  “ more or less high”,   “less medium”  can be viewed as  IvF  concepts,  
which are not clear and also context dependent.  In order to make such real-life world  knowledge suitable 
for being processed by computer, we need to use some interval-valued fuzzy production rules for interval-
valued fuzzy knowledge representations which contain many interval-valued fuzzy terms.  
Let pjj ≤≤1 be a set of IvF production rules. The general formulation of the interval-valued 
fuzzy decision model are described as follows. 
RR = }{
R1: T1→ d1,  CF1=[ ]; +− 11 , tt
R2: T2→ d2,  CF2= [ ]; +− 22 , tt
……………………………………. 
Rp: Tp→ dp,  CFp= [ ]; +− pp tt ,
+Fact: T∗, , , .. , ; ],[ −= ccc 111 222 mm
———————————————————  
],[ +−= ccc ],[ +−= mccc
Consequence:                                                      ,   ; *d ],[ ***
+−
= ttCF
where  = is  and is  and  and  is ,  (j = 1, 2, · · · , p), jT
T
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and   ,   (i = 1, 2, · · · , m;  j = 1, 2, ·· · , p). (* iiij XA
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, , · , are linguistic variables, is the range of variable ; 2
d
m
D
iX iu
*j
d
∈D,   is the the decision model set containing all decision alterna- },,,{ 21 pddd L=
tives,   is the consequent portion of IvF decision rule . j jR
CF j = [ ] is the interval-valued certainty level which indicates the certainty that the IvF 
decision rule  can be condent; 
+−
jj tt ,
jR
+− ],[= iii ccc  is the condence interval of the fact “  is ” can be condent. iu *iA
In what follows, a weighted interval-valued fuzzy reasoning  approach  will be presented based on the 
proposed weighted similarity function . WS
}Deﬁnition 7. Let , the weighted similarity measure between fact and the antece-
dent  of the jth rule can be dened by  
,,,{ 21 pTTTT L=
jR
m
*T
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is the weighted similarity measure between IvFSs  . iji AA ,*
iW = { 1iω , 2iω ,· · , iinω }  is the weight vector of the elements in universe , iX
in  is the number of elements in the universe = { , ,· · · , }， iX 1ix 2ix iinx
iη  is the weight of linguistic variable  in production rule, which indicates the importance degree of  
contributing to the consequence of IvF decision rule. 
iu iu
The larger value of  ),,( * ηjTTS
T
,  the higher the weighted similarity matching degree  between  the fact 
 and the antecedent  of the jth rule . *T j j
In the sequel,  we need to propose a reasonable method to evaluate the weight vector   
R
η =  ( ,, 21 ηη  
mη,L ) of all the variables  in the antecedent portion of IvF rule by using information entropy theory. iu
≅Given equivalence relation  as below. 
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lT ≅ jT     iff    → , → ,   ,     (1 ≤  ≤ p). lT ld jT jd jl dd = jl,
If there are only  different output states in all the consequent portions of this system, then the output  set 
 is partitioned into 
s
,L
d
},,{ 21 pdddD =
≅ [],[ dΘ/ ={    (1≤s≤p),  ]}[,],21 sdL
And   T /  = {[ ], [ ], · · · , [ ]}. ≅ 1T 2T sT
Note that each class  also corresponds to the IvF decision class . ][ rT ][ rd
Therefore, η = ( mηηη ,,, 21 L )  can be evaluated from the statistical information of each variable  in 
this decision system as follows: 
iu
The information gain-loss of variable   in the  IvF decision system can be computed by  the  following 
mutual information entropy 
iu
=Θ )/( iuI H(Θ)−H(Θ/ ) , iu
which indicates the information of variable    about the decision output portion of this IvF  decision 
system; where 
iu
)(ΘH = −∑ ( )   
=
is the uncertainty information of all the decision outputs in this IvF system,  
s
r 1
P ][ rd ])([log2 rdP
P ( ) =  denotes the distribution probability of  in space Θ,   is the number o
elements contained in the decision class [d
][ rd
u
pN r /
∑ iI P
][ rd rN f 
. ]r
A )/And     H(Θ/ ) = ,     i
=k 1
which shows the uncertain effect degree of variable  on the decision output of the IvF system,   
Θ ikik HA ()(
iu
XiI  denotes the number of IvFSs dened on universe ， i
Awhere  P ( ) =  denotes the frequency of  occurring in all the  decision rules,  is the 
number of rules containing IvF term , 
ikA pNik / ik p ikN
ikA
H(Θ/ ) = −ikA ∑
=r 1
s ]([ rdP / ) ,         ikA )/]([log2 ikr AdP
P ( / ) =P( and [dr])/ P( ))     is  the  ratio of  the number of  rules  containing  both 
antecedent and consequent to the number of rules containing . 
][ rd
ikA
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Thus, the weight iη of variable can be computed by iu
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=
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Let  λ  be a threshold value.   If )* ηj
jd
TTS  ≥ λ,  then the rule  can be red,  which indicates that the 
unknown fact has the decision class with condence interval  
jR
jj
m
i iij
CFTTScCF ),,()( *1
* ηη∑
=
=
*CF
. 
The larger the value , the higher condence that the unknown pattern might have decision . j *T jd
If ),,( * ηjTTS
jd
< λ,  then the rule  can not be red, then the unknown fact  should not be assigned 
to decision . 
jR *T
In the subsequent,   let   λ  be a   given threshold value,  assume η =  ( mηηη ,, 21 L, )  is  the  weight 
vector of  linguistic variables , ,…, .   In order to get a concluded decision from the fact  and 
the decision rules  { } 1≤j≤p,   we give a weighted interval-valued fuzzy reasoning algorithm for  deal- 
1u 2u mu *T
jR
ing with this decision making system or  medical diagnosis problem. 
begin 
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for j ← 1 to   do p
begin 
for i ← 1 to  do m
begin 
Let  be the result of the intersection of  and , i.e., ijB
B
*
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jρ ← S( , jTT ,* η ); 
begin 
if jρ ≥ λ, then 
begin 
])(,)[()(* +
=
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=
−
=
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}{max ** jjk CFCF =
*
; 
If  , 
then the unknown fact is assigned to the decision  with condence . * kd kCFT
end 
end 
end 
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